
 

How do we balance needs of energy, water,
and climate?

November 15 2013, by David L. Chandler

In deciding how best to meet the world's growing needs for energy, the
answers depend crucially on how the question is framed. Looking for the
most cost-effective path provides one set of answers; including the need
to curtail greenhouse-gas emissions gives a different picture. Adding the
need to address looming shortages of fresh water, it turns out, leads to a
very different set of choices.

That's one conclusion of a new study led by Mort Webster, an associate
professor of engineering systems at MIT, published in the journal Nature
Climate Change. The study, he says, makes clear that it is crucial to
examine these needs together before making decisions about investments
in new energy infrastructure, where choices made today could continue
to affect the water and energy landscape for decades to come.

The intersection of these issues is particularly critical because of the
strong contribution of the electricity-generation industry to overall
greenhouse-gas emissions, and the strong dependence of most present-
day generating systems on abundant supplies of water. Furthermore,
while power plants are a strong contributor to climate change, one
expected result of that climate change is a significant change of rainfall
patterns, likely leading to regional droughts and water shortages.

Surprisingly, Webster says, this nexus is a virtually unexplored area of
research. "When we started this work," he says, "we assumed that the
basic work had been done, and we were going to do something more
sophisticated. But then we realized nobody had done the simple, dumb
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thing"—that is, looking at the fundamental question of whether assessing
the three issues in tandem would produce the same set of decisions as
looking at them in isolation.

The answer, they found, was a resounding no. "Would you build the
same things, the same mix of technologies, to get low carbon emissions
and to get low water use?" Webster asks. "No, you wouldn't."

In order to balance dwindling water resources against the growing need
for electricity, a quite different set of choices would need to be made, he
says—and some of those choices may require extensive research in areas
that currently receive little attention, such as the development of power-
plant cooling systems that use far less water, or none at all.

Even where the needed technologies do exist, decisions on which to use
for electricity production are strongly affected by projections of future
costs and regulations on carbon emissions, as well as future limits on
water availability. For example, solar power is not currently cost-
competitive with other sources of electricity in most locations—but
when balanced against the need to reduce emissions and water
consumption, it may end up as the best choice, he says.

"You need to use different cooling systems, and potentially more wind
and solar energy, when you include water use than if the choice is just
driven by carbon dioxide emissions alone," Webster says.

His study focused on electricity generation in the year 2050 under three
different scenarios: purely cost-based choices; with a requirement for a
75 percent reduction in carbon emissions; or with a combined
requirement for emissions reduction and a 50 percent reduction in water
use.

To deal with the large uncertainties in many projections, Webster and his
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co-authors used a mathematical simulation in which they tried 1,000
different possibilities for each of the three scenarios, varying each of the
variables randomly within the projected range of uncertainty. Some
conclusions showed up across hundreds of simulations, despite the
uncertainties.

Based on cost alone, coal would generate about half of the electricity,
whereas under the emissions-limited scenario that would drop to about
one-fifth, and under the combined limitations, it would drop to
essentially zero. While nuclear power would make up about 40 percent
of the mix under the emissions-limited scenario, it plays almost no role
at all in either the cost-alone or the emissions-plus-water scenarios.

"We're really targeting not just policymakers, but also the research
community," Webster says. Researchers "have thought a lot about how
do we develop these low-carbon technologies, but they've given much
less thought to how to do so with low amounts of water," he says.

While there has been some study of the potential for air-cooling systems
for power plants, so far no such plants have been built, and research on
them has been limited, Webster says.

Now that they have completed this initial study, Webster and his team
will look at more detailed scenarios about "how to get from here to
there." While this study looked at the mix of technologies needed in
2050, in future research they will examine the steps needed along the
way to reach that point.

"What should we be doing in the next 10 years?" he asks. "We have to
look at the implications all together."

In addition to Webster, the work was carried out by graduate student
Pearl Donohoo and recent graduate Bryan Pelmintier, of the MIT
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Engineering Systems Division. The work was supported by the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the Martin
Family Foundation.

  More information: Mort Webster, Pearl Donohoo, Bryan Palmintier.
"Water–CO2 trade-offs in electricity generation planning." Nature
Climate Change (2013) DOI: 10.1038/nclimate2032
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